
SpeeDelight: unlimited menus 
for unmatched business opportunities

Ham & cheese toast

Mozzarella & ham flatbread

Dark cocoa sponge cake

Fried rice with egg

Lasagna

Flatbread pizzaAsparagus and pecorino

Peach cobbler

Pastel de nata

French toastCrispy smoked salmon bites

Eggplant involtini

Speed it up: 
it’s crisp o’clock!
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Excellence is central to everything we do. 
By anticipating our customers’ needs, we strive for 
Excellence with our people, innovations, solutions and services.
To be the OnE making our customers’ work-life easier, 
more profitable – and truly sustainable every day.

Follow us on

www.electroluxprofessional.com

Excellence
with the environment in mind

 All our factories are ISO 14001-certified

  All our solutions are designed for low consumption  
of water, energy, detergents and harmful emissions

  In recent years over 70% of our product features have been 
updated with the environmental needs of our customers in mind

  Our technology is RoHS and REACH compliant 
and over 95% recyclable

 Our products are 100% quality tested by experts



SpeeDelight:
Back to the 
crisp
Fast has never  
tasted so good
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Electrolux Professional has listened to customers like you and developed a solution 
that’s faster and better than ever. 

From Customer Insight to Excellence Inside, here is your premium solution:

Peerless cooking  
performance 
Triple Play
Chef-worthy snacks thanks to the combination of 
3 cooking technologies: contact plates, infrared 
radiation and microwaves. 

Worry-free finish 
Has Your Back
Press the button and your job is done: 
the lid will rise automatically when your snack 
is ready. 

An intelligent press 
Perfect Squeeze
The upper plate settles automatically on your 
food with just the right pressure. 
Say goodbye to sandwiches that are overly 
flattened or not crispy enough.

Inspirational interface 
Idea Matcher
With SpeeDelight, you can let your imagination 
run wild thanks to the variety of customizable 
cooking programs that start with the press 
of a button.
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A breakthrough approach to success

Your insight,
our experience



► Fast
 Speed is the key to letting you grow and stand out above the rest,  
 by keeping customers happy even during the lunch or dinner rush. 

► Flexible 
 Whatever your niche is, SpeeDelight makes your business stand out 
 with an amazing variety of menus, from sandwiches and bakery items  
 to delicious gourmet food, fitting the cooking chamber dimensions.

► Easy 
 There’s no time for complicated tricks: your staff needs a high-tech  
 solution that makes the workflow smooth and simple.

► Smart 
 Enjoy non-stop interaction with your sister outlets and use data to 
 improve your performance.

SpeeDelight:
the game changer



Green technology
The exclusive Energy Saving Mode is good for the environment and 
your bottom line. Be green and close the lid when the stand-by 
notification appears: SpeeDelight will consume 60% less energy!

Streamlined and ergonomic
SpeeDelight is quick to set up and requires no ventilation hood or 
extra space on the sides. That means you can put it anywhere on 
your countertop! Its ergonomic features include smooth edges, 
stable handles, a self-regulating lidand extra-large display.

Easy to service
Quick access to inside components makes maintenance a snap with 
an on-site visit from one of our thousands of professional technicians. 
Safe and practical to use, safe and practical to maintain.

24/7 smart connection
SpeeDelight is so much more than a standalone machine: 
it integrates perfectly with your outlet management system so 
you can use data flows to your best advantage. 

Imagine you own a Quick Service Restaurant chain: thanks to the 
USB port and wifi capability, you can track, upgrade and share 
cooking menus using any mobile device; enjoy remote interaction 
concerning recipes, programs, and performance; and monitor any 
warnings or malfunctions. Keep your outlets in the loop, whether 
they're across town or across the ocean!

In a class of its own with these exciting features:

SpeeDelight:
360° innovation


